
Team agreements boost satisfaction

Gather a Collective

View on Sustainability

Agreements are the behavioral norms that create and
maintain the team dynamic: they help team
members understand what they can expect of each
other, and how to hold each other accountable.
Articulating agreements gives the team cohesion and
cultivates a sense of belonging among its members.

What goals do we want to agree to
as a team?

RECOMMENDED TIME

1 hour

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS

3 - 10 team members

Surface team skills and goals

Display the agreements

Choose a color sticky note and add your initials.

Copy and paste your circle onto each of the
spectrums below:

What are the skills you need to be leaders? Does
your team have these skills?
Bring these skills to the surface by placing
yourselves on the spectrums below.

+

Imagine that your sustainable strategy is a huge
success and gets media attention. What might be the
one headline and hero image that reflects the
sustainable strategy's outcome? Bring your
inspirational goals to the surface by sharing back
what you wrote and/or drew and why.

Here's an example to reference:

YOUR NEWSPAPER HEADLINE HERE

Capture themes Propose agreements

New Sustainability

Tax

Discuss and come to consensus

Fill in your agreements in the frames below (or get creative and create your
own designs!) Take a screenshot of the gallery and put it at the top of your
team agendas or other documents to keep the agreements top of mind.

Discuss and capture notes Discuss and capture notes

What is the Role of Design Thinking
in Sustainability?

1 Craft agreements2

3

Now that we have a better understanding of each others’
skills and goals, let’s start to craft our team agreements. 

visitors

Negative

impact on

destination's

sustainability

Based on the proposed agreements above and what you imagined
your destination to achieve in the newspapers activity, agree on
the ideas that could best define the destination. 

Start by capturing 1-2 word
themes. 
For example:

Write catchy phrases to
express the agreement. 
For example:

This approach can be used as a change management
tool to support multi-level business improvement
strategies. By establishing these practices and
applying them to everything your organisation does,
you can build an agile and continuous learning
platform.

Sustainability leaders can use design thinking
methodologies to streamline processes, support
overall adoption, and support the development of the
innovations needed for change. 

YOUR NEWSPAPER HEADLINE HERE

YOUR NEWSPAPER HEADLINE HERE

YOUR NEWSPAPER HEADLINE HERE

YOUR NEWSPAPER HEADLINE HERE

Here's an example to reference:
New

Sustainability
Tax

3 - Align the Team 20 minutes2 - 'As Is' & 'To Be' Scenarios 20 minutes1 - Shape a Vision With Your Team 20 minutes

Start from the second, third and fourth rows to define what the stakeholders are doing, thinking and feeling using one sticky note per answer. Then,

cluster similar answers, refine the order and draw columns from top to bottom to identify the phases of their actions. Finally, circle and label the areas that

are particularly positive or negative for your stakeholders.

Phases

Doing

Thinking

Feeling
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Identify the values1

2

3

Frame your mission

Frame your future vision

What are the values that you think are important in your team/DMO?

What are the values that you think are important in your industry/destination?

Why is a DMO relevant?

What commitments will you take to lead the sustainable development of your organisation?

What would you like your DMO to be like in the future?

What would you like your destination to be like in the future?

-

How aligned are your mission & purpose?

+-

How committed & creative are you?

+-

How developed is your knowledge on sustainability & your skills?

+-

How developed are your technology & innovation skills?

+-

How would you developed are your inclusion & empathy skills?

Gather your Diverse Empowered Team and think about the values you deem important to develop the sustainable strategy, frame the mission of your

work, and set out your vision for your destination's future. 


